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Let X be a two-element set of words over a finite alphabet. If a bi-infinite word possesses twoX-factorizations which
are not shiftequivalent, then the primitive roots of the words inX are conjugates. Note, that this is a strict sharpening
of a defect theorem for bi-infinite words stated in [KMP2].

Moreover, we prove that there is at most one bi-infinite word possessing two differentX-factorizations and give a
necessary and sufficient conditions onX for the existence of such a word. Finally, we prove that the family of setsX
for which such a word exists is parameterizable.
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1 Introduction
Defect theorem is one of the fundamental results on words, cf [Lo]. Intuitively it states that ifn words sat-
isfy a nontrivial relation, then these words can be expressed as products of at mostn−1 words. Actually,
as discussed in [CK], for example, there does not exist just one defect theorem but several ones depending
on restrictions put on the requiredn−1 words.

It is also well-known that the nontrivial relation above can be replaced by a weaker condition, namely
by the nontrivial one-way infinite relation, cf. [Br] and [HK]. The goal of this note is to look for defect
theorems for bi-infinite words. In a strict sense such results do not exist: the setX = {ab,ba} of words

satisfies a bi-infinite nontrivial relation since(ab)Z = (ba)Z, but there exists no wordρ such thatX ⊆ ρ+.
However, in [KMP2] there was proved one result and we are going to prove another one in a special case
which both can be viewed as defect theorems for bi-infinite words.

In terms of factorizations of words defect theorem can be stated as follows: LetX ⊆ Σ+ be a finite set
of words. If there exists a wordw∈ Σ+ having two differentX-factorizations, then the rank ofX is at most
card(X)−1. Here the rank ofX can be defined in different ways, cf again [CK]. For example, it can be
defined as a combinatorial rankrc (X) denoting the smallest numberk such thatX ⊆Y+ with card(Y) = k.
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To describe our results letw be a bi-infinite word, i.e., an element ofΣZ, andX a finite subset ofΣ+.
We say thatw has anX-factorization ifw∈ XZ, and thatw has two differentX-factorizations, if it has two
X-factorizations such that they do not match at least in one point ofw. The following result was shown
in [KMP2]:

If a nonperiodicbi-infinite wordw has two differentX-factorizations, then the combinatorial rank
rc (X) of X is at most card(X)−1. Moreover, ifrc (X) = card(X), then the number of bi-infinite
words with two differentX-factorizations is finite.

We are going to prove a strict sharpening of this result for the two-element case:

Let card(X)= rc (X)= 2, so thatX is a code. If a bi-infinite wordwhas two differentX-factorizations
which are not shiftequivalent, then the primitive roots of words inX are conjugates. Moreover, there
is at most one bi-infinite word possessing two differentX-factorizations.

The first part of our result is related to the main result of [lRlR], and, we believe, deducible from consider-
ations of that paper. However, our proof is self-contained and essentially shorter, and moreover formulated
directly to yield a defect-type of theorem.

Our paper is organized as follows.

In Section 2 we fix our terminology and present the auxiliary results needed for our proofs. In Section 3
we prove, as our main result, a defect theorem for binary setsX satisfying a nontrivial bi-infinite relation.
To prove this seems to be quite complicated. In Section 4 we prove the second part of our result, i.e.,
the uniqueness of theX-ambiguous bi-infinite word in the two-element case. In Section 5 we give a
characterization of two-element setsX, which allow anX-ambiguous bi-infinite word. The last section
contains conclusions and open problems.

The extended abstract of this paper and paper [KMP2] has appeared in [KMP1].

2 Preliminaries
In this section we fix our terminology and recall a few lemmas on combinatorics of words needed for the
proofs of our results. For undefined notions we refer to [Lo] or [CK].

Let Σ be a finite alphabet andX a finite subset ofΣ+. The sets of all finite, infinite and bi-infinite words
over Σ are denoted byΣ∗, ΣN andΣZ, respectively. Formally, arepresentationof bi-infinite word is a
mappingfw : Z → Σ, usually written as

w = . . .a−1a0a1 . . . with ai = fw(i) .

Representationsf : Z → Σ and f ′ : Z → Σ represent the same bi-infinite word if there exists an integeri0
such that for all integersi, f (i) = f ′(i0 + i).

Let fw be a representation of a bi-infinite wordw. We say that a bi-infinite word is periodic if there
exists a positive integeri0, calleda period, such thatfw(i) = fw(i0 + i) for all integersi. Note that a
non-periodic bi-infinite word has infinitely many representations, while a periodic one has exactlyπ(w)
representations, whereπ(w) is the smallest period ofw.
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An X-factorization ofw is any sequence of words fromX yieldingw as their products. Formally, letfw
be a fixed representation ofw∈ ΣZ. An X-factorizationof w is a mappingF : Z → X×Z such that for
eachk∈ Z if F(k) = (α, i) andF(k+1) = (β, j), thenaiai+1 . . .a j−1 = α, i.e., the positioni is a starting
position of the factorα in w. We say that twoX-factorizationsF1 andF2 of a bi-infinite word are

• different, whenever there is ak0 ∈ Z such that for eachk∈ Z, F1(k0) 6= F2(k),

• disjoint, whenever the starting positions of all factors inF1 are distinct from the ones inF2,

• shiftequivalent, if there is ak0 such that wheneverF1(k) = (α, i) andF2(k0+k) = (β, j), thenα = β.

Notice that the above definitions are independent on the choice of a representation ofw.
An X-ambiguousbi-infinite word is a bi-infinite word, which has two differentX-factorizations. Let

amb(X) be the set of allX-ambiguous bi-infinite words and let sum(X) be the sum of lengths of words in
X, i.e., thesizeof X.

Example 1. Let X = {a,bab,baab}. The word(baa)Z has two differentX-factorizations, namely the
ones depicted as:

✁. . . b a a b a a b . . .

They are clearly shiftequivalent. On the other hand the word

w = . . .bababaabaab· · · = N(ba)b(aab)N

also has two differentX-factorizations, which, however, are not shiftequivalent:

✂. . . a b a b a b a b a a b a a b a a b a a. . .

Clearly, in both of the above cases the two factorizations are disjoint.

We define thecombinatorial rankof X ⊆ Σ+ by the formula

rc (X) = min{card(Y) | X ⊆Y+} .

For the sake of completeness we remind that

rc (X) ≤ rf (X) ≤ card(X) ,

whererf (X) denotes thefree rank(or simply therank) of X defined as the cardinality of the base of the
smallest free semigroup containingX, cf [CK].

Example 1 (continued). Clearly,rc (X) = 2, sinceX ⊆ {a,b}+, but for no wordρ the inclusionX ⊆ ρ+

holds. On the other hand, sinceX is a code we conclude thatrf (X) = 3.
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We say that a finite wordw = w1 . . .wm has aperiod n∈ N, if there is a wordu such thatw = un. The
shortest period is calledthe periodof w, denoted asπ(w). If w = uπ(w), thenu is calledthe rootof w,
denoted asρ(w). A word w is primitive if ρ(w) = w. Themirror imageof w, denotedwR, is the word
wm. . .w1.

Next we recall a few basic results on words that we shall need in our later considerations, for their
proofs the reader is referred to [Lo] or [CK].

Lemma 1. (Fine and Wilf) Let u,v∈ Σ+. If the words uN and vN have a common prefix of length
at least|u|+ |v|−gcd(|u|, |v|), then u and v are powers of a common word.

Lemma 2. No primitive word r satisfies a relation rr= srp with s6= 1 and p6= 1.

Lemma 3. If two words u and v satisfy the relation ut= tv for some u,v, t ∈Σ+, i.e., if they are conjugates,
then there exist words p and q such that pq is primitive and

u = (pq)i
, v = (qp)i and t∈ p(qp)∗ for some i≥ 1.

In Section 4 we shall need also the following result which has been proved in [LyS].

Lemma 4. Consider nonempty words x, y, z satisfying equation xm = ynzp, where m,n, p≥ 2. Then all
words x,y,z are powers of a common word.

In order to formulate our fifth, and most crucial lemma, we need some terminology, cf [CK] or [HK].
We associate a finite setX ⊆ Σ+ with a graphGX = (VX,EX), called the dependency graphof X, as
follows: the setVX of vertices ofGX equals toX, and the setEX of edges ofGX is defined by the condition

(x,y) ∈ EX iff xXN∩yXN 6= /0.

Then we have

Lemma 5. For each finite set X⊆ Σ+, the combinatorial rank of X is at most the number of connected
components ofGX.

As we shall see, Lemma 5 is particularly suitable for our subsequent considerations. Indeed, in that
lemma it is crucial that words inX are nonempty, and that indeed is satisfied in the proofs of our Theo-
rem 2.

3 The Two-element Case
In this section we generalize the following result of [KMP2] in the case of two-element sets.

Theorem 1. Consider a set X= {α1, . . . ,αn} ⊆ Σ+. Let w be a bi-infinite word overΣ and F1,F2 two
different X-factorizations of w. Then the combinatorial rank of X is at most n−1, or both the word w
and the X-factorizations F1,F2 are periodic. Moreover, if the rank of X is n, then the number of periodic
bi-infinite words with two different X-factorizations is finite.

A restriction of Theorem 1 to two-element sets yields the following consequence.

Corollary 1. Consider set X= {α,β} ⊆ Σ+. Let w be a bi-infinite word overΣ and F1,F2 two different
X-factorizations of w. Then the wordsα,β commute or both the word w and the X-factorizations F1,F2

are periodic.
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First we recall that in a strict sense we cannot have a defect theorem for bi-infinite words even in this
simple case.

Example 2. The setX = {ab,ba} is of combinatorial rank 2 although the word(ab)Z has two disjoint,
and even non-shiftequivalent,X-factorizations.

As a main result of this paper we, however, show that the above example, and its natural variants, are
the only exceptions which may occur. And even in these cases the roots of words inX are conjugates, i.e.,
they are cyclic permutations of powers of a common word.

To prove our main result we will need also one partial result from [KMP2], which can be stated as
follows:

Lemma 6. Let X⊆ Σ+ and let
w = . . .w−2w−1w0w1w2 . . .

be a bi-infinite word. If there exists words f1, f2, f ′1, f ′2 ∈ X+, a word t∈ Σ+ and integers i< j < k < l,
i′ < j ′ < k′ < l ′, such that

t = wi . . .w j−1 = wk . . .wl−1 = wi′ . . .w j ′−1 = wk′ . . .wl ′−1,

f1 = w j . . .wl−1, f ′1 = w j ′ . . .wl ′−1,

f2 = wi . . .wk−1, f ′2 = wi′ . . .wk′−1,

then either f1 and f′1 (resp. f2 and f′2) commute, or rc (X) < card(X).

In the notation of [KMP2] this lemma claims that the situation whenw possesses two different minimal
t-pairs implies a defect effect. This situation is depicted in Figure 1.

✄t t
t

t

f2

f1

f ′2

f ′1

Fig. 1. An illustration of the situation considered in Lemma 6.

Theorem 2. Consider set X= {α,β} with α,β ∈ Σ+. Let w be a bi-infinite word overΣ and F1,F2

two different X-factorizations of w containing together both elements of X. Then one of the following
possibilities holds:

(i) α andβ commute, or

(ii) the roots ofα andβ are conjugates and F1 ∈ αZ, F2 ∈ βZ, or vice versa, or

(iii) the two X-factorizations F1,F2 are shiftequivalent and there exists an n≥ 1 such that F1,F2 ∈

(αβn)Z andα is primitive or F1,F2 ∈ (βαn)Z andβ is primitive.

Proof. We can assume thatα andβ do not commute.
Then, by Lemma 5, the factorizationsF1,F2 must be disjoint. Indeed, if factorizationsF1 andF2 are

not disjoint, then we can take the parts of factorizations to the right (respectively, to the left) from a
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place where they are joint to obtain an infinite equationx1x2 · · ·= y1y2 . . . overX (respectively,xR
1 xR

2 · · ·=
yR

1 yR
2 . . . overXR). Since the factorizations are different, at least one of these two equations is nontrivial.

Hence, by Lemma 5, the wordsα andβ commute, a contradiction.
Further, by Corollary 1, the factorizationsF1,F2 are periodic. By Lemma 1 the periods ofF1 andF2

have the same length and are conjugates. Whenever we find the situation which is shown in Figure 2,
since the factorizations are periodic with the same length of the periods, this situation occurs infinitely
many times. Using Lemma 6 we get thatf1, f2 are periods ofF1,F2.

☎t t

f2 ∈ X+

f1 ∈ X+

Fig. 2. In the situation depicted in the picturef1 ( f2) is a part of the factorizationF1 (of the factorizationF2).

If both α andβ are not primitive, we can replace them by powers of their rootsρ(α)π(α),ρ(β)π(β) and
explore the situation over a slightly different setX = {ρ(α),ρ(β)}. If we prove that the claim holds for
ρ(α),ρ(β), then, as is obvious, it must hold also forα andβ and, moreover, in case(iii) we have either
π(α) = 1, i.e.,α is primitive, orπ(β) = 1, i.e.,β is primitive. So it is enough to consider only the case
whenα andβ are primitive.

✆α α α α

α

Fig. 3. An illustration of the situation whenF2 = αZ andF1 containsα.

Without loss of generality we can also assume that|α| ≤ |β|. Now, if F2 does not contain the factorαβ,
then it contains onlyα’s or only β’s or there is a point insideF2 from which to the left there are onlyβ’s
and to the right onlyα’s. In the last case the factorizationF2 is clearly nonperiodic — a contradiction
with Corollary 1. Consider now, for example, the caseF2 = αZ. If F1 contains anyα, then we have
the situation depicted in Figure 3 which, by Lemma 2, contradicts the primitiveness ofα. So we have
F1 = βZ, and, by Lemma 1,α andβ must be conjugates, which is case(ii) .

✝α β

α

✞α β

β

✟α β

β

Fig. 4. All possible coverings of factorαβ in F2.

From now on we may assume thatF2 contains the factorαβ. In Figure 4 we can see all possibilities how
F1 covers the border between the above occurrences ofα andβ. We shall analyze all three cases.
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✠v1
v2

α β zR

zL β α

Fig. 5. The second case of 3 cases shown in Figure 4.

Case 1,2. We can analyze first two cases simultaneously, because when we forget about the relation
between lengths ofα andβ, then they are clearly symmetric. So consider the second case of 3 possibilities
drawn in Figure 4. If the word to the right of theβ in the factorizationF1 is alsoβ, thenβ is not primitive
which is not the case. Hence, we have the situation shown in Figure 5. Now ifzR = α or zL = α, then
v1 = v2 and we arrive into the situation depicted in Figure 2 withf1 = βα and f2 = αβ which is case(iii)
of our claim. So consider the other case whenzR = zL = β. We can continue in this way inductively until
sequences ofβ’s exceedα’s (on both sides at the same time) or we obtain the situation in Figure 2 with
f1 = βnα, f2 = αβn, for somen≥ 1, which is again case(iii) . The first possibility is shown in Figure 6.

✡
v1

v2v3 t
v4

zL

α
β
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i≥2

β β

β β β

α
zR (= α)

. . .

. . .

Fig. 6. The situation when sequences ofβ’s exceedα’s on both sides.

Now again ifzR = β, then we havev1 = v2, and hence we are again in case(iii) . So assume thatzR = α. We
haveβ = v3t = tv4, which by Lemma 3 allows us to writev3 = (pq)k, v4 = (qp)k, t = p(qp)n, wherepq is
primitive andk≥ 1, n≥ 0. We can see thatα ends withpq and starts withqp. This means that the word
pqqpmatches the wordβ = (pq)k+np around the black point shown in Figure 6. Since the factorizations
are disjoint, the black point must lie insideβ. There are 5 possibilities where the black point insideβ can
be. In case (1) the black point matches with the end of the firstp in β, in case (2) it matches with the end
of any pq in β, in case (3) it occurs inside the firstp of β, in case (4) inside the firstq, and, finally, in the
last case it occurs in the rest ofβ, as it is shown in Figure 7.

☛p q p

β

(3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) . . .

. . .

Fig. 7. 3 possibilities where the black point can occur inβ.

In case (1) we have, according to Figure 6, the following two equations with unknownsY = {α, p,q}:

α = v4βi−2p = qw1 , α = pβi−2v3 = pw2 , wherew1,w2 ∈Y∗
.
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The dependency graph of this system is then connected which implies that unknowns inY, and hence also
α andβ, commute, which is a contradiction.

Similarly, in case (2) we can write

α = v4βi−2(pq)l
, αe1βiα = p(qp)k+n−l e2αβi−1(pq)l

,

wherel ≥ 1, e1,e2 ∈ X∗ and the second equation is obtained by taking parts ofF1,F2 between the black
point and the next occurrence (to the right) of the black point, soei is a part of the factorizationFi . We
can rewrite these two equations as a system of equations with unknownsY = {α, p,q}:

α = qpw1 , αw2 = pw3 , wherew1 ∈ {p,q}∗, w2,w3 ∈Y∗
,

and, by Lemma 5, we have again a contradiction.
In case (3) theqp, which follows the black point, lies inside the firstpqpin β. But this is a contradiction

because thenpqcannot be primitive. In case (5) we can use the same argument with thepqwhich precedes
the black point. The situation around the black point in case (4) is shown in Figure 8.

☞u1 u2 u1 u2

p q p

p q q p

α α

u1 u2 u1 u2

p q p

p q q p

α α

Fig. 8. The situation around the black point in case (4).

It follows, by Lemma 2, thatq is not primitive, and that there is anssuch thatu1 = si , u2 = sj andq= si+ j

with i, j ≥ 1. Now, as above, we have two equations with unknownsY = {α, p,s}:

α = v4βi−2pu2 = si+ jw1,

sjw1e1α = u1
−1αe1α = (pq)k+n−1pe2αβi−1pu2 = pw2,

wherew1,w2 ∈Y∗ ande1,e2 ∈ X∗ are parts of theX-factorizations. Note that the second equation deals
with the word starting with the firstu2 after the black point and ending in the next occurrence of the black
point.

Case 3.Now we shall analyze the third possibility shown in Figure 4. Sinceβ is primitive there must be
α to the right of theβ on the upper line. Using the same considerations as in the previous case we come
to Figure 9, or we end up in case(iii) with f1 = βαn, f2 = αnβ for somen≥ 1. In the first case we have
α = v1v3 = v4v2, where|v1| = |v2| and|v3| = |v4|. There are again two possibilities.

✌
v1

v2
v3

v4

β i≥2
︷ ︸︸ ︷
α α

α α

β β

zR
. . .

. . .

Fig. 9. The situation inCase 3.
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Assume first thatzR = α. We know thatβ starts withv3v1, so, as it is shown in Figure 10,v3v1 lies inside
αα = v1v3v1v3. This implies that eitherα is not primitive, orv3v1 matches withv3v1 in αα . In the first
case we have a contradiction. In the second case it is obvious from Figure 10 thatv2 = v3, say equal to
p, andv1 = v4, say equal toq, and moreover that|p| = |v3| = |v4| = |q|. So we havepα i−1β = βαi−1q,
which means thatv = pα i−1 = p(qp)i−1 conjugates withu = α i−1q = q(pq)i−1. We shall show that this
is again a contradiction with the primitiveness ofα = qp.

✍
v4 v2 v4 v2

β

v3v1

β

α zR = α
. . .

Fig. 10. The casezR = α.

We have already analyzed this situation. Since the wordu is a conjugate withv, a factor of the word
uu must be equal to the wordv. The wordu starts withqp and ends withpq, so the middle point of
the wordpqqp lies inside the wordv = p(qp)i−1. There are again 5 possibilities (see Figure 7). Since
|p| = |q| in cases (1) and (2) we havep = q, so thatα = v1v3 = qp= p2 proving thatα is not primitive, a
contradiction. In cases (3) and (5) we also have a contradiction with the primitiveness ofα as we already
proved. In case (4) we haveu1 = si , u2 = sj , q = si+ j (see Figure 8), and since|p| = |q| we also have
p = u2u1 = si+ j = q, which is again a contradiction.

✎
v4 v2 v4 t

β β

z(= α)

α v2v4

zR = β

. . .

Fig. 11. The casezR = β.

So it remains the casezR = β. The situation is drawn in Figure 11. Sinceβ is not primitivez must be
α. It is obvious that|t| = |v2| = |v1|, which impliest = v1. We know thatβ ends withv2v4, and hence
there isv2v4 at the end of the last upperβ in Figure 11, andv4 at the end of the last lowerβ. But since
|v2v4| = |v4t| we have the equationv2v4 = v4t = v4v1. According to Figure 9 and Figure 11 we have the
following system of equations with unknownsY = {β,v1,v2,v3,v4}:

v2v4 = v4v1 , v3(v1v3)
i−1β = β(v4v2)

i−1v4 ,

(α =) v1v3 = v4v2 , v2β = βv1 .

The dependency graph associated with this system is connected, and hence all unknowns commute, in
particularα commutes withβ. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 2 deserves a few comments. The number of differentX-factorizations of the bi-infinite wordw
having anX-factorization is very different in cases(i)–(iii) . In case(i) there exist non-denumerably many
suchX-factorizations, in case(ii) there are finitely many differentX-factorizations, and if we consider all
shiftequivalentX-factorizations as the one, then there are exactly two of them. Finally, in case(iii) there
are also finitely many differentX-factorizations, which are all shiftequivalent. This actually means that in
case(iii) no bi-infinite word can be expressed in two different ways as a product of words fromX. Hence,
indeed, Theorem 2 shows a defect effect of a two-element set for bi-infinite factorizations.

In Theorem 2 we showed that if the words ofX do not commute and their roots are not conjugates, then
only the case(iii) is possible. But if they do not commute and are conjugates Theorem 2 allows either
case(ii) or (iii) . Now we shall prove that in this situation only case(ii) is possible. According to the last
part of the proof of Theorem 2, we can formulate the following lemma.

Lemma 7. If pq is primitive and p,q are nonempty, then p(qp)n and q(pq)n are not conjugates for any
n≥ 1.

This yields easily

Corollary 2. If α andβ are different conjugates, thenαβ must be primitive.

Proof. Assume the contrary thatαβ is not primitive, so we haveαβ = t i , wheret is primitive andi ≥ 2.
Now if i is even, then immediatelyα = β, which is a contradiction. For oddi = 2n+1 we haveα = tnp,
β = qtn, wheret = pq. But α andβ are conjugates and so, by Lemma 7, we have a contradiction.

In fact Corollary 2 is a special case of the claim in [LeS] which states under the additional assumption
thatα,β are primitive, thatαβm is primitive for all natural numbersm. The proof is not difficult, but we
need only this special case to prove the next result.

Corollary 3. Consider set X= {α,β} with α,β ∈ Σ+. Let w be a bi-infinite word overΣ and F1,F2

two different X-factorizations of w containing together both elements of X. If the roots ofα, β are non-

commuting conjugates, then F1 ∈ αZ, F2 ∈ βZ, or vice versa.

Proof. Again as in the proof of Theorem 2, we can assume thatα, β are primitive. We have to show that
the one of theX-factorizationsF1,F2 consists only ofα’s and the other only ofβ′s. So assume the contrary
that the lower factorization contains bothα andβ. Without loss of generality we have the situation shown
in Figure 12.

✏u1 u2 u3 u4 u5

zL β α

z= α β

Fig. 12. The situation whenα andβ are conjugates and the lower factorization contains bothα andβ.

Sinceβ is primitive we havez= α, by Lemma 2. We can writeβ = u2u3 = u3u4, and so, by Lemma 3,
we have

u2 = (pq)i
, u4 = (qp)i

, i ≥ 1, u3 = p(qp)n
, n≥ 0,
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wherepq is primitive. If zL = α, then, by Lemma 2,αβ is not primitive, which contradicts Corollary 2.
Hence assumezL = β, which impliesu1 = u3. Similarly u5 = u3 and we havep(qp)n(pq)i = u1u2 = α =
u4u5 = (qp)i p(qp)n. By Lemma 5, thenp andq commute, which is again a contradiction.

4 The Uniqueness of the Bi-infinite Word
In [KMP2], cf. Theorem 1 it was proved that if the rank of the setX equals to card(X), then the number
of X-ambiguous bi-infinite words is finite. In this section we shall prove that in the two-element case, for
each setX, there is at most oneX-ambiguous bi-infinite word. This holds also in the case whenrc (X) = 1,
since then both elements ofX are powers of a common wordt and the only possible bi-infinite word is
tZ. The situation is also trivial in the case when roots of elements ofX = {α,β} are conjugates: by

Corollary 3 the only possible bi-infinite word isw = αZ = βZ. So we need to consider only the case
when the roots ofα andβ are not conjugates.

In this case, by Theorem 2, we know that anX-ambiguous bi-infinite word must be of the form(αβn)Z

or (αnβ)Z. Moreover, sincewhas twoX-factorizations, the wordαβn or the wordαnβ cannot be primitive,
by Lemma 2.

As we stated in the previous section, ifα andβ are conjugates, then the wordsαβn andαnβ are primitive
for all n. Now, we shall show a similar result forα,β being non-conjugates, i.e., we shall show that at
most one word in the set of words{αβn; n≥ 1}∪{αmβ; m≥ 1} is not primitive. By this result, we have
that also in the last case there is at most oneX-ambiguous bi-infinite word. We need two lemmas.

Lemma 8. Letα, β be primitive and not conjugates. Then for any n,m≥ 0 with n 6= m, at most one of the
wordsαβn andαβm is not primitive.

Proof. Assume the contrary that bothαβn, αβm are non-primitive withm < n. For m = 0 the claim is
obvious, so we can assumem≥ 1, and son≥ 2. We can write

αβn = si

αβm = t j

}

and therefore also si = t jβn−m
, (1)

wheres, t are primitive andi, j ≥ 2. Now if n−m≥ 2, then, by Lemma 4,s, t andβ are powers of a
common word, and so areα andβ, which is a contradiction. So we can assumem = n− 1, and thus
equation (1) simplifies tosi = t jβ.

Now if |s| ≤ (n−1)|β|, then|β|+ |s| ≤ |βn|, so that, by the equationαβn = si , wordsNβ andNs have
a common suffix of a length at least|β|+ |s|. Applying Lemma 1 we conclude that wordss andβ are
powers of a common word, which again yields to a contradiction. So we have

|s| > (n−1)|β| ≥ |β| , and similarly, (2)

|t| > (m−1)|β| = (n−2)|β| . (3)

Inequality (2) together with equation (1) implies|t j |= i|s|−|β|> (i−1)|s|. So, if i ≥ 3 we have|t j |> 2|s|,
and sincej ≥ 2 also that|t j | > |s|+ |t|. Then equation (1) and Lemma 1 implies thats andt commutes
which leads to a contradiction. Hence we can assumei = 2.
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If |t|+ |β| ≤ |s|, then using equation (1) we derive inequality|t j | ≥ (i−1)|s|+ |t| and, by Lemma 1, we
have a contradiction again. Hence we may assume that

|t|+ |β| > |s| . (4)

Now consider the casen≥ 3. We have

2|t| ≥
(

1+
1

n−2

)

|t|
(3)
> |t|+ |β|

(4)
> |s|

(1)
= j|t|+ |β|− |s|

(4)
> ( j −1)|t| , (5)

which implies thatj = 2 and also that|t| > |β| by the two first inequalities. The second inequality and the
equationαβn = t2 imply thatt = xβ for somex 6= 1. Thus equation (1) yields tos2 = t2β = xβxββ, which
implies that|β| is an even integer,|xβ| < |s| and 3

2|β| < |s|. Hence, we can writes= xβy = zβ2β for some

y,z 6= 1, where|y| = |β2| =
|β|
2 , β = β1β2 and|x| = |z|. We can divide this equation into two parts:x = z

andβy = β2β, where the second one, by Lemma 2, contradicts the primitiveness ofβ.
The last case we have to analyze isn = 2. Now if |t| ≥ |β|, then, by (5), we have 2|t| ≥ |t|+ |β| >

( j − 1)|t| and j = 2, which is again the previous case. So consider the case|t| < |β| < |s|, where the
second inequality comes from (2). By the equationsαβ = t j andαβ2 = s2 we can writeβ = xt ands= yt
for somex,y 6= 1. Hence equation (1) leads toytyt = t jβ. We have|yt| = |s| = |t j |+ |β|− |s| < |t j |, so
that we can writeytz= t j , z 6= 1. Now eithert is not primitive by Lemma 2, ort matches with somet in
t j , but then we havey = tk, and hence alsos= tk+1, so that wordst, s are powers of a common word. In
both cases we arrive to a contradiction.

Lemma 9. Let α, β be primitive and not conjugates. Then for any n,m≥ 0 with (n,m) 6= (1,1), at most
one of the wordsαβn andαmβ is not primitive.

Proof. Casesm= 0 andn = 0 are trivial. The casem= 1 is a special case of Lemma 8. In the casen = 1
we can exchangeα andβ and take reverses of words, and we are again in the casem= 1. We shall use this
reasoning again later, so let us call itthe reverse argument. Considern,m≥ 2 and assume the contrary
thatαβn = si , αmβ = t j , wherei, j ≥ 2 ands, t are primitive. Using the same argument as in the proof of
the previous lemma we have

|s| > (n−1)|β| ≥ |β| , |t| > (m−1)|α| ≥ |α| . (6)

Hence
|α| = i|s|−n|β| > (in− i −n)|β| ,
|β| = j|t|−m|α| > ( jm− j −m)|α| ,

(7)

which implies that
[
(i −1)(n−1)−1

]
·
[
( j −1)(m−1)−1

]
< 1.

So we have eitheri = n = 2, or j = m= 2. Now by the reverse argument the first case is equivalent to the
second one, so it is enough to consider only the casej = m= 2. If |t| < |β|, then, by (6), we obtain

|α|
(6)
< |t| < |β|

(6)
< |s| .

Together with (7) we have(i −1)(n−1)−1 < 1, which implies that alsoi = n = 2. Now again we can
apply the reverse argument and the inequality|s| > |α| transforms to the inequality|t| > |β|. So, without
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loss of generality, we can assume that|t| > |β|. We have the situation depicted in Figure 13, where
β = u1u2 with |u1| = |u2| =

1
2|β| andα = α′u1 = u2α′.

✑α′ u1 u2 α′ u1 u2 u1 u2u2

. . .

s st t

α α
β

n≥2
︷ ︸︸ ︷

β

Fig. 13. The situation whenα2β = t2 andαβn = si with n≥ 2.

Sinceu2α′ = α′u1, Lemma 3 gives us

u2 = (pq)k

u1 = (qp)k

α′ = p(qp)l







and therefore

{

α = p(qp)k+l

β = (qp)k(pq)k
,

wherek≥ 1, l ≥ 0 andpq is primitive. We may assumep,q 6= 1. Now considering the last occurrence of
s in Figure 13 we can, by (6), writes= s′β = s′(qp)k(pq)k. We also have

|s| = |α|+n|β|− (i −1)|s| ≤ |α|+n|β|− |s|
(6)
< |α|+ |β| ,

which yields
s′(qp)k(pq)kr = sr = αβ = p(qp)2k+l

︸ ︷︷ ︸

w

(pq)k
,

for somer 6= 1. The first occurrence ofqp in s after s′ must match withqp in w, otherwiseqp is not
primitive. But then, sincer 6= 1, the first occurrence ofpq in s afters′(qp)k matches with someqp in w,
so we havepq= qp, which is again a contradiction with the primitiveness ofpq.

As a consequence of Lemmas 8 and 9 we have the following corollary:

Corollary 4. Let α, β be primitive and not conjugates. Then at most one word in the set{αβn; n ≥
1}∪{αmβ; m≥ 1} is not primitive.

Finally, we can state the result of this section, which is a consequence of Corollary 4 and the consider-
ations in the beginning of this section.

Theorem 3. Consider set X= {α,β} with α,β ∈ Σ+. There is at most one X-ambiguous bi-infinite word
overΣ.

5 The Existence of the Bi-infinite Word
We consider again only the two-element case in this section. In the previous section we proved that there
is at most oneX-ambiguous bi-infinite word. It is natural to ask when such a word exists. It is easy to
see that there are setsX for which there is noX-ambiguous bi-infinite word. For example, take a set
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X = Σ = {a,b}. We say that a family of sets of words with the same cardinalityt is parameterizableif it
can be described in terms oft formulas with word and integer parameters. We shall prove now that the
family of binary setsX for which there exists anX-ambiguous bi-infinite word is parameterizable.

In case(i) of Theorem 2, when words ofX are powers of a common wordt, the bi-infinite wordtZ

has infinitely manyX-factorizations. In particular, in the case there is always anX-ambiguous bi-infinite
word. In case(ii) , when roots of words inX = {α,β} are conjugates, the bi-infinite wordαZ = βZ has
exactly two differentX-factorizations, so it isX-ambiguous.

Consider now the last case(iii) , and the setX = {α,β}. By Theorem 2, anX-ambiguous bi-infinite

word is of the form(αβn)Z, whereαβn is not primitive, or(αnβ)Z, whereαnβ is not primitive, i.e., there
aren≥ 1, i ≥ 2 ands∈ Σ+ such that

αβn = si or αnβ = si
. (8)

Conversely, if for somen ≥ 1 and i ≥ 2 at least one of equations (8) has a solution, then clearly the
bi-infinite word (αβn)Z (resp.(αnβ)Z) has exactlyi shiftequivalent, but differentX-factorizations. We
formalize this as a lemma.

Lemma 10. Let X = {α,β} ⊆ Σ+ be a set of two non-commuting words such that their roots are not
conjugates. Then there is an X-ambiguous bi-infinite word if and only if one of the equationsαβn = si

andαnβ = si , with n≥ 1, i ≥ 2, has a solution.

We shall also give a characterization of the solutions of the equations (8). We need the following lemma.

Lemma 11. The all nonperiodic solutions of the equation

u1u2 = u3(u2u3)
m
, m≥ 1 (9)

are of the form
u3 = qp,

u2 = p(qp)k
,

u1 = u3(u2u3)
m−1pq,

(10)

where p,q∈ Σ+, k≥ 0.

Proof. It is easy to check that (10) is really a solution of equation (9). Now we shall prove that if equa-
tion (9) has a nonperiodic solution, then it is of the form (10). We proceed by induction.

Consider first the casem= 1. We have the equationu1u2 = u3u2u3. It is obvious that|u1| > |u3|, so we
can writeu1 = u3t. The equation transforms intotu2 = u2u3, which has, by Lemma 3, the only solutions
t = pq, u3 = qp andu2 = p(qp)k, k≥ 0. This implies thatu1 = qppq, so we have a solution of the form
(10) form= 1.

Consider now equation (9) withm≥ 2. Again we have|u1| > |u3|, so we can substituteu1 = u3t and
equation (9) becomestu2 = u2u3(u2u3)

m−1. By Lemma 3, we havet = uv, u3(u2u3)
m−1 = vu, u2 =

u(vu)l . If l ≥ 1, then |vu| = |u3(u2u3)
m−1| ≥ 2|u|+ |v|+ |u3|. This implies thatu = u3 = 1, which

leads to a periodic solution. Hence, consider the casel = 0. We haveu2 = u, u1 = u3u2v andvu2 =
u3(u2u3)

m−1. Now we can apply induction hypothesis on the last equation and we obtain that all non-
commuting solutions are of the form

u3 = qp, u2 = p(qp)k
, v = u3(u2u3)

m−2pq, k≥ 0,
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which impliesu1 = u3u2v = u3(u2u3)
m−1pq. We obtained exactly solution (10), which completes the

proof.

The following lemma gives us the characterization of solutions of equation (8) and hence also of setsX
allowing anX-ambiguous bi-infinite word in case(iii) .

Lemma 12. Assume thatα andβ do not commute. All solutions of the equationαβn = si satisfying n≥ 1,
i ≥ 2 are

β = p(qp) j
,

s= qpβn−1
,

α = si−1β−1pq,

(11)

where p,q∈ Σ+, j ≥ 0 and j< i if n = 1.

Proof. It is easy to check that (11) is a solution of equation (8). For the converse implication we analyze
3 cases.
Case 1.Assume that|s|> |βn|. Then we haveα = si−1q ands= qβn for someq 6= 1. This is solution (11)
for j = 0, p = β.
Case 2.Assume that|s| < |βn| andn = 1. The situation is depicted in Figure 14.

✒
q p

. . . . . .

α β

s s ss
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i− j−1

s
︸ ︷︷ ︸

j

Fig. 14. The situation when|s| < |βn| andn = 1.

Directly from the figure we can write

β = p(qp) j
, s= qp, α = q(pq)i− j−1

,

wherep,q 6= 1 and j < i. Since

si−1β−1pq= (qp)i−1[
p(qp) j]−1

pq= (qp)i− j−1q = α ,

we have solution (11) forn = 1.

✓u1
u2

u3. . .

. . .

α
β

s s s

n≥2
︷ ︸︸ ︷

β

Fig. 15. The situation when|s| < |βn| andn≥ 2.
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Case 3. Finally assume that|s| < |βn| andn ≥ 2. Since we are looking for non-commuting solutions,
necessarily|s| > |βn−1| (see the proof of Lemma 8). Hence, we have a situation shown in Figure 15.
According to this figure we can writeβ = u2u3, α = si−2u1 andu1u2 = s= u3βn−1 = u3(u2u3)

n−1, which
is equation (9). Now, Lemma 11 implies

β = u2u3 = p(qp)k+1 = p(qp) j , for j = k+1,

s= u1u2 = u3(u2u3)
n−2pqp(qp)k = qpβn−2β = qpβn−1, and

α = si−2u1 = si−2u3(u2u3)
n−2pq= si−2qpβn−2ββ−1pq= si−1β−1pq.

This is exactly solution (11).

The following theorem summarizes the previous results.

Theorem 4. Consider set X⊆ Σ+ with card(X) = 2. There exists an X-ambiguous bi-infinite word if and
only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:

(i) X = {pn, pm}, where p∈ Σ+ and n,m≥ 1,

(ii) X = {(pq)n,(qp)m}, where p,q∈ Σ+ and n,m≥ 1,

(iii) X = {α,β}, where
β = p(qp) j

, α = (qpβn−1)i−1β−1pq,

for p,q∈ Σ+, n≥ 1, i ≥ 2, j ≥ 0 and if n= 1, then j< i.

Notice, that in the last case of Theorem 4 the occurrence ofβ−1 can be eliminated, but we prefer this
form for its simplicity. This theorem shows that the family of the two-element setsX, such that there
exists anX-ambiguous bi-infinite word, is parameterizable. Such a characterization does not help us, if
we want to decide whether there is anX-ambiguous bi-infinite word for the certain setX, but we can use
it to generate all such sets.

Example 3. Let us choose in (11)p = a, q = b, n = 2, i = 2 and j = 2. We have

β = ababa, s= baababa, α = baab.

The bi-infinite word(αβ2)Z has two differentX-factorizations:

✔. . .b a a b a b a b a a b a b a. . .

α β β

β β α β

6 Conclusions and Open Problems
Our Theorem 2 is closely related to the main result of [lRlR], where it is characterized when a finite word
can have two disjointX-interpretations for a binary setX. Our result could be concluded, with some
effort, from the considerations in this paper. However, our proof is simpler, due to the use of the graph
lemma (Lemma 5), and moreover directly formulated to obtain a defect type of theorems.

We pose an open problem asking whether Theorem 2 can be extended to arbitrary sets.
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Open problem 1. Let X ⊆ Σ+ be a finite set such thatrc (X) = card(X). Does there exist a bi-infinite
wordw having twoX-factorizationsF1 andF2 satisfying:

(i) bothF1 andF2 contain all elements ofX, and

(ii) F1 andF2 are not shiftequivalent?

Observe here that in the case of a two-element setX the answer to this problem is negative, but without
the assumption that all elements ofX occur in both factorizations the answer is trivially positive.

The answer is also positive if the conditionrc(X) = card(X) is replaced by a weaker one involving the
free rank:rf (X) = card(X). This is verified by Example 1.

Another open problem asks whether Corollary 3 can be generalized for an arbitrary finiteX.

Open problem 2. Let X ⊆ Σ+ be a finite set satisfyingrc (X) = card(X). Suppose that primitive roots of
all elements ofX are conjugates and that a bi-infinite wordw has at least two differentX-factorizations.
Are all X-factorizations ofw of the formαZ, whereα ∈ X?

Example 4. The answer to the above question is negative if we omit the assumptionrc (X) = card(X). In-
deed, letX = {α1,α2,α3}, whereα1 = baa, α2 = aba, α3 = aab. Then clearlyα1 ∼ α2 ∼ α3 and the word

(abaaab)Z has two different, and even non-shiftequivalent,X-factorizations:(α1α2)
Z and(α2α3)

Z.
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